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This paper introduces a new approach to kriging surrogate model sampling points allocation. By introducing the second (dual)
kriging during the model construction, the existing sampling points are reallocated to reduce overall memory requirements. Moreover,
a new algorithm is proposed for selecting the position of the next sampling point by utilizing a modified expected improvement
criterion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
KRIGING offers significant advantages in computationallycostly optimization by reducing the number of objec-
tive function calls. This matters, in particular, when each
call entails time-consuming simulations, as encountered in
the design of electromagnetic devices [1]. Large data sets,
however, tend to be produced by correlation matrices, which
arise when kriging models are produced; the amount of storage
required is usually proportional to n2 [2], where n is the
number of sample points. This may become an issue in multi-
parameter optimization performed on smaller computers with
limited memory [3], [4]. In this paper, we look at an improved
algorithm for selecting a point for evaluation and more effi-
cient memory management. A simple criterion is proposed for
removing some points without losing important information,
and the concept of dual kriging is utilized. Advantages of the
approach are considered.
II. MODIFIED EI SAMPLING CRITERION
Expected improvement (EI) [5] is commonly used to guide
the process of selecting the next sampling point [1]. The
challenge is to balance exploitation and exploration in order to
avoid the model being trapped in a local optimum; moreover,
the quality of the kriging prediction of the objective function’s
shape may be important in the context of the robustness of the
design. A modification to the standard EI criterion is proposed
to spread the infill (new sampling) points more efficiently.
Consider a simple case of Fig. 1 with the objective func-
tion shown by the dotted line and the range normalized
between 0 and 1; the values of the function have no actual
meaning in this example. The proposed sampling criterion
calculates EI while taking the estimated error (the mean
square error (MSE) [1]) between known sampling points into
consideration
sampling criterion
= max{EI} × MSE × weight + max{MSE} × EI (1)
and scaling applied to account for different component values
and thus to normalize the results. Moreover, a weight is
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Fig. 1. Kriging model before and after a new point has been added.
added to the estimated error provided by the kriging predictor
together with the predicted value at any given point.
The weight term is the ratio of the exponentially weighted
standard deviation (between infill points and their previ-
ously predicted values) average and the uniformly weighted
standard deviation average; its value decreases as the optimiza-
tion process continues and the model quality improves. This
average at the current iteration is calculated using a formula
ESDA = sd1 + (1 − α)sd2 + (1 − α)
2sd3 + · · ·
1 + (1 − α) + (1 − α)2 + · · · (2)
where α controls the weight on each standard deviation term,
and 0 < α < 1; sd is the current standard deviation at a point.
The classical EI criterion itself would advocate exploita-
tion of the area close to the recently simulated minimum
(which in reality is a local minimum) and create a new point
at x = 0.347 (see Fig. 1), whereas this could be counter-
productive during the exploration stage. The modified crite-
rion, however, proposes more exploration and places the new
sampling point where a better chance of capturing the global
minimum exists, as shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, it is important
in the context of robust optimization to predict not just the
position of the optimum but also the shape of the function
near the optimum.
III. DUAL KRIGING APPROACH
The main drawback of the kriging approach is the need for
correlation matrices, which may become very large and must
be handled carefully, as discussed in [4], where a possible
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Fig. 2. Distributions of (a) MSE, (b) EI, and (c) resultant sampling criterion
for the example test function.
Fig. 3. Efficiency of sampling points allocation.
solution was offered. Here, we suggest a complementary
approach resulting from an argument that once the surrogate
model is advanced and the shape of the objective function
is reasonably accurately predicted, we really need only some
sampling points, especially those close to the areas considered
as potentially attractive. Thus, as the total number of sampling
points increases and we are getting to the memory limit of the
computer, in order to avoid computationally time consuming
memory management (e.g., page swapping), we may instead
remove some of the less attractive points in an attempt to keep
the total number of points steady, or increasing slowly, while
the removed points may be used to create a dual kriging model.
A tradeoff exists between the gain of memory saving due to
removed points and the overall saving of memory (Fig. 3).
Operating at 20% to 30% of reduced number of points would
retain a relative high gain of memory saving while having
a large reduction on overall memory usage (32% and 42%
overall memory saving at 20% and 30%, respectively).
The simple criterion for removing a point is related to
the triangular area formed by connecting this point and the
two neighbors, as shown in Fig. 4 (here, x = 0.75 can be
removed). Thus, the points with the smallest associated area
are removed and may be used to create a dual kriging model.
The current optimum is assigned a large area and will not be
removed.
Fig. 4. Point removal criterion plotted as shaded triangular areas.
Fig. 5. Single kriging model with 13 sampling points (iterations have not
completed yet).
Fig. 6. Main kriging model (seven sampling points) and the secondary
kriging model (six sampling points).
Consider the test function of Fig. 1 after 13 iterations and its
kriging prediction, as shown in Fig. 5 (note that the iterations
have not completed yet). At this stage, six points have been
removed from the main kriging to create the secondary kriging.
The modified model contains fewer but more relevant points,
as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In the example, a saving of 49% in
memory has been achieved by reducing the correlation matrix.
IV. EI SAMPLING CRITERION AIDED BY DUAL KRIGING
While applying dual kriging can potentially save computer
memory by as much as 50% compared with the single kriging,
for the same number of sampling points, its major challenge
lies in the selection of the location of the new infill point.
If only the main kriging model was to be considered, there
would be a risk of a new location to be at or close to
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Fig. 7. (a) Main kriging and MSE. (b) Dual kriging and MSE. (c) Predicted
function after a new infill point is added and the old point removed.
a point that has just been removed. In order to inhibit such
an unwelcome scenario, both the kriging models and thus a
modified MSE defined by a product of the principal and dual
MSEs are used; consequently, the EI uses all points and no
information is lost. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 showing the
15th iteration, with the point adding/removal process triggered
after the eighth point had been added; thus, there are eight
points in the main (1) and seven in the dual (2) kriging models.
The modified sampling criterion based on the combined MSE
offers a better prediction than the original single kriging
approach.
V. MORE ON THE SELECTION OF INFILL POINTS
The use of EI for selecting infill points is widely accepted in
surrogate modeling, despite some drawbacks as reported, for
example, in [12]; further modifications and improvements have
Fig. 8. Illustration of the limitation of using a fixed step size.
been suggested. But there is one particular difficulty rarely
mentioned but worth emphasizing. In order to reliably locate
the point with maximum EI, all points within the design space
need to be considered, requiring a calculation of the predicted
objective function and the corresponding MSE at all points.
This may seem straightforward for 1-D problems, but could
create another instance of combinatorial explosion in more
practical multi-dimensional problems. Take four dimensions,
for example, and a step of 1/100 in each direction: this would
require 108 calculations to find the maximum EI, which even
for very fast surrogate models would create a computational
challenge. A large step of say 1/10 would be easy to handle
but unlikely to capture the actual optimum. In Fig. 8, a case
is depicted where even a relatively small step of 1/50 might
result in the algorithm missing the largest EI and hence the
global optimum at x = 0.131 would be overlooked.
As an alternative to an exhaustive search using a predefined
step size, the task of finding the maximum sampling criterion
value could be treated as a small optimization problem in its
own right. Any optimization method could be applied for that
purpose and would effectively eradicate the step size problem
mentioned above. A genetic algorithm has been utilized to
search for the infill criterion function in Section VI.
Finally, the algorithms described so far can be augmented
by local routines, e.g., a new point could be added between any
two adjacent existing points and the location of the maximum
EI estimated using a local gradient-based method.
VI. TEAM PROBLEM 25
To illustrate the proposed optimization methodology in the
context of electromagnetic design, the TEAM problem 25 has
been studied [13], which is a die press with an electromagnet
for the orientation of magnetic powder, used to produce an
anisotropic permanent magnet. The aim is to optimize the
shape to minimize a particular objective as specified in the
problem description. Each function evaluation requires a full
finite-element (FE) solution of a non-linear problem, which
is computationally inefficient if used in combination with
any optimization method, especially if extensive design space
exploration is required. This is, therefore, a very appropriate
practical case to be studied.
In Fig. 9, R1, L2, L3, and L4 are the design parameters to
be optimized so that the objective function W is minimized
W =
n∑
i=1
{(Bxip − Bxio)2 + (Byip − Byio)2} (3)
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Fig. 9. Model of the die press with an electromagnet [13].
TABLE I
PARAMETER CONSTRAINTS
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE
where Bx and By are the x- and y-components of magnetic
flux density at points along the curve ef, while subscripts
p and o denote the calculated and desired values, respectively.
The constraints are listed in Table I and results in Table II.
The first five results in Table II are taken from the literature,
the two kriging values are from our previous publications, and
the dual kriging approach is shown in the bottom row. In gen-
eral, kriging outperforms other methods in terms of finding the
optimum, but mainly because of savings in computing times,
measured in the number of required FE calculations. The dual
kriging marginally required more iterations, but has produced a
slightly better result. Without considering the numerical errors
due to the different electromagnetic solvers, all the kriging
models are similar and superior to other algorithms. The dif-
ferent numerical methods used will only have a marginal effect
on the total number of function calls and it may be concluded
that the kriging will almost always be computationally more
efficient.
The dual kriging algorithm was triggered after 120 FE calls,
with one sampling point removed, when a new one was added
Fig. 10. Memory requirements for the covariance matrix at each iteration.
in subsequent iterations. The sizes of the covariance matrix in
the kriging model for the standard AWEI [11] routine and the
new dual algorithm are compared in Fig. 10 as optimization
progresses. Memory savings on this occasion reached 36%.
VII. CONCLUSION
A modified infill sampling criterion is proposed and can be
applied to both the single and dual kriging methods. A simple
but efficient automatic exploration versus exploitation adjust-
ment based on model quality is developed. The limitations of
an exhaustive search are noted, and a global optimization-aided
EI search algorithm was introduced. The dual kriging method
is verified against a test function and an electromagnetic
TEAM problem 25, with a 36% saving in the covariance
matrix size.
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